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It is the Secret for which people live, in order to find a way to uncover and disclose it. We live to reveal the truth and get to the bottom of this great Secret. It is also the Secret That People Live, hiding the truth from themselves and each other. We hide and we look, simultaneously. The lives of sleepers, unaware of our unawareness and the goal of our breathing and walking, our working and our laughing.

When you look into the eyes of a sleeping newborn infant, See Yourself, for there you are, no matter how old, how educated, how rich, how busy, how recognized. You are only now just beginning to awaken to the notion that there is Something More. And no matter how many names and designs and pictures and forms you and your ancestors have placed to block out the sun coming through the window, the rays of light are always there, some penetrating and reaching you, making you start to think…

You are searching for Love and this is the most fundamental thing you are doing, no matter what else in your sleep-induced denial you will say to yourself.

You want to know that you are loved. This is all that matters. If you were to go through life, to the end, without there being That One Who Loves you, there, present, in a form that is real to you, understandable and sensible by you, then there was never any meaning and your life is less than dust in the wind, less than smoke blown away by the breeze. But when you know That One Who Am, Allah, in peace He who comes, in love She who breathes, then you know that your life is Eternal.

Jesus preached Love and the knowledge and power of being loved, absolutely, unrequitingly, eternally. His message was about your Need. Not about metaphysics, not about law, not about religion. He was cast aside and killed because he told You about the need and the mystery and the pain and the emptiness and the answer. And in so unfolding his life and death he demonstrated what a Prophet prophecies – the coming realization of something that is hidden and dark for awhile and then unfolds more and more until the sleeper awaken.

I know about Pain. You know about it. It is said that we can not ever know each other’s pains, but this is because we are in such a stupor of sleep. We never come close to making the real connection of soul-to-soul. Rarely does it happen even between so-called lovers. You do not need sex for it to happen, but sex does not preclude it, either. The same for night, day, the place you are, the season, the world around you.

You, too, have stood in the darkness and seen Nothing, heard Nothing, and felt completely unloved and forgotten. You may have tried to hide from this by any number of means – work, drugs, alcohol, sex, leisure, religion, games, war, and ultimately death either directly self-inflicted or through some tricks to make it seem otherwise.

You know it is all about Love and needing to Know that it is there, directed at You, and that therefore you mean something. You know that if you are not loved by someone, somewhere, you are not even a leaf falling from a tree in the forest in autumn, not even a snowflake melting in the spring.

These words, my simple words, will not be the thing that will make you realize that It is There. You may read the Qu-ran, Gospel, Torah, Vedas, Sutras, or the Wall Street Journal. None of these books
is guaranteed to be some external magic acting on its own without your participation to effect some miraculous cure of you. You cannot chant a mantra, light incense or candles, or pay a priest and have your Dis-ease cured just like that.

No, you must take a direct and responsible hand in curing yourself. The Grace it comes from God but not to one who pulls the blankets over their head and goes back to sleep and tries to hide from Action of the Soul. And Action happens here in This World, not somewhere else, not in virtual cyberspace nor in the hereafter. You make it all work out here in This Life, and that is the whole point of it. Then, afterwards, you are in the Other Life, which is absolutely real, and you reap, of course, what you have not only sown but what you harvested here!

That is the secret of karma by the way – your harvesting in this life and what you replant and broadcast and disseminate – to Others – to the people and creatures with whom you have spent your life commun-icating, for there is really nothing else that you do, whether you want to admit that or not, determines what your eternity is going to feel like and what kind of communications and community you will have For Ever.

Causation and Law

There are no causes, and because of this everything is predestined and flows as one organic whole. Life cannot be anything other than exactly what it is purely and simply – Freedom and Flow of Spirit manifesting itself left and right in forms that are theirselves no objects but eddies and currents and streams of the Almighty presenting and transmuting and demonstrating Himself to – Herself. And vice versa.

La ilaha il Allah. Inshallah. I am YHWH, Atmn, That Who Am Because I Am

And life goes on, and you need to figure out each day what you are going to do with it all, because you are faced every moment with the hidden but obvious Truth that You are He/She, Lord and Creator, Al-Malik, Al-Khaliq, The Compassionate, the Just, the Forgiving, being this sleepy, narrow-focused little pinpoint of existence that you think is all you are.

But you are so much more, only you have forgotten and seemingly given up on the very idea of Waking Up and Be-ing YOU.

One way or another you have to do it, you cannot break away from the very reason of your existence, and the world's, namely to be Awake and realize who you all are.

And when you can start to do that, then this whole thing about Love starts to really manifest itself and become more ythan you every imagined Love to be. It is not just about two people, or parents and children, it is not about sex which is itself so much more than the stuff you can measure in movement of bodies and shapes and things going on in time (which doesn’t exist really, you must always remember!).
This is really a profound, incredibly Deep Time we live in, something we all should absolutely cherish and participate in fully! It is not Dooms-“Day but Reality-Awakening Days, and the reason so many, many new and different things are going on, the reason the pace of life is faster, and so-called information is moving faster everywhere, has everything to do with the fact that we are more than ever before Starting to Wake Up.

You think perhaps the world is going to pieces and getting worse and worse each day. Yes, civilization is in many ways a mistake outgrown itself, but the answer is not going back to the tribal life of old but to the new aware tribal spirit that requires and demands Consciousness, not silence and dullness, on the part of every member and participant. Yes, you are Important, essential, even though you think the world is saying the opposite.

Life seems to be growing more and more mechanical, impersonal, and in it there is a Fire, the Spirit metamorphosizing within thousands and millions of people all over the planet, and it is burning not out of control but more like the fire of the hearth that warms and feeds and brings people together out of their beds and hollows and into the community of each other for a Really New Day.

Synthesis and Combination

Life is about synthesis and integration, genetic recombination on the scale of feeling, knowing and Be-ing. The very essence of our world around us is a theater of conflict and integrating pieces that do not fit into wholes that make sense and work, and what goes on in the physical sphere, the space of our everyday activities, is only the whitecaps of the waves crashing and mingling with one another.

Combinatorics. Genetic mutation. People meeting people and finding how to communicate. In the human sphere, the Essential Act is to Communicate. Sharing something of the soul, however mundane and passing this may seem, while people go on through lives nearly totally asleep and in a dense fog of the spirit! How much different when two people – two friends, two lovers, two new acquaintances – are actually somewhat awake!

And what is it like to be communicating with another Being when both of you are totally and fully Awake?! Find it, do it, and do not let yourselves fall asleep again into a stupor.

This present time is like no other. Ripe for the apocalyptics and social apoplectics to hear the drumbeat of Doom! Sounding in every dark forest and closet, and no wonder, for these are the times of incredible mixing and transition of every possible type and form of mental, social, and spirit energy on the planet. It is not something for which to spend too much time looking for causes and mechanisms! Remember,

Life is by its very Nature Pure Complexity. And therefore unpredictable even in its apparent Chaos.

And to say that everything is foredained and predestined by God is not to deny the essential Freedom that is in every Act. Every real, true act, every willing, every decision that is not simply a matter of letting the boat drift down the river and through the rapids without doing a single thing.